
Roar Jix. 	 ma 12/9/74 
Ina the way we usually work, late loot night I finiohod the draft of about 15,000 words of analyois, (moment and suggostions for Jim on naile's Howodandum for the court that I'll read and correct later today and 4T4 to dim tomorrow, when I have to be in Washinoton. The thus I took and the length of the work are no that he will have a record of whatcvor I thine on such aspect of Bails'a words not only for his rebuttal, which has to be done by the end of the week, but for future use, 6th circuit. Ba'll use whatever he wants or will ask as further. 4 view is and has been that that real deal will be in the appeals court and there really isn't enough tine now for adequate or even stnisol  response to the conoatination of dishoussaties and lies sad even worse that always typify the proalcutorial work in those cease. Rails ia this coos reach a new low and Ay strongest single recommendation is to mak. the fullest posoiblo record on that. consistent :.kith the mandate of the apoeals court, for a "full seal* judicial inquiry." Lawyers always shy *nosy from eapoisiag each other and always anticipate that judos, who also are lawyorn, will mot like it if they do. oad there is samehaul in it. But in this asses there is no real choice without rumbas a greater hasard, as see it. Bud's  Iladdity when faced  with such a situation inky suit for the 	spectra)... graphic analysis mans it possible for the Dopertmont of Justice to rewrite the VOX law by corrupting the notmunmillimg court, Mania. Jim, who had not yet thkma his bars. saw this at ever Asp and learned foam it. Be did not ask: the sass mistake in ny suit for the transcript and in the end, if it Was bizarre, we prevailed. The bade reason is- that all thee* oases are basically political and they mast be handled with the political. never out of mind. Thus 'when I wanted to tike thegoveramont and Rankin on bora to born, Jiea was all for it and instead of backing off improved on ny affidavits. Be is not reluctant to fight and is rapidly looming how to. 
H. (and Ray) have been the loasdiste boaeficiaries of this latest fight with Bud in which I sant you sone of ay unrestrained, internporates reactions. A long and painfUl history boo taught as that he responds to nothing *lac but generally, it reluctantly, responds to this verbal violence. I was in what you saw and always as factually correct, which aokes it bard for his. I suspect that :Us is not =Warn of the minarablo things he doss after he does then, whether or not he is aware that a sink and unocettrolabla ego drives his to then. 
The two immediate benefits need not take time now. He has not responded to ne in any wAy, which is consistont. Be ntemordoes be cake has can't. hie finds some way of justifying himself is his own mind and than, does what be should have to begin with. Invariably it costs his sore nonoy and he can be a miser. 
I think that now, at /east taus& the court of appeals, we'll have the status quo mite again. Fora? its disadvantages* it now is the only way and we can and should vim* Sone of the legal miatakes mods 0010$ SOW be rectified. hares s.xious legal problems lie ahead. Sufficient unto the day.... 

purposes is writing is to ask &more explicit reading than your *ileac* gives. If I was not for your project I would have had nothing to do with* it. I think it holds easy social voles. and that if ever Again there will be a cage like Ray's it can't 
be for years. X: am prepared to do what I can *edit' I did not bellow, it to be possible* would not be writing. I'll be in Wa4hitlgtoa %pia on ti. 16th and I'll *gait' be easing 
Jim* than. We Stoy is touch by phone* but long discussion is easiarvbea we are together. If you have sot abendonad it I would like* to has* what I wrote to ask for just before Bad decided that because there would bona publicity for his in a Ray interview he 
'would be sominst it. This was tie Tool reason. However, hie wanting to know exactly what You have let sled also is rossmoaablo. Re and Jim both ought to have it. AM SOW that Jim's assurance* that I have no such thing is mind has satisfied Bud that I's not going to have his (ii, included Livingston, too) fired sad now that his ego domamds have been satisfied 
by *booing as he Barman look at the project for what it is. Bet may also be sore reluctant to see what isn't there because hell have Isola used to....Mieenmisile, Jim and I both will. now have to be attending to matters wee had to lot slide. so I'd like to know, either way, because them is such on which I want to catch up. And promotional efforts I want to soaks with the book. I've beta doing fad:Ulan by radio, by 160104 Sisolire4, 


